
Watch Airskin being applied to a UR5

Join Cross Automation engineer Grady Turner as he walks you through the straightforward
process of applying AIRSKIN to a UR5. 

Cross experts can help you with your robotic application. Learn more about how AIRSKIN can
transform your robotics! 

Short Lead Times for Mechanical Positioning Components

Are you tired of dealing with really long lead times for mechanical positioning equipment?
Look no further, we can deliver with considerably shorter lead times. And even better, they're
made in the USA!

Cross Company and LinTech have had a partnership since 1986 and delivers world class
precision mechanical positioning solutions. If you're not sure which Lintech product you need if
you're currently using THK, STAR, INA, NSK or Thomson, the experts at Cross can help you.

Are pneumatic cylinder lead times slowing you down? Cross can help! 

We know that during these difficult times some manufacturers have
struggled to keep up with demand.  Because we represent a wide
range of products and brands we can often help. For instance, we
can replace pneumatic cylinders that currently have very long lead
times with a Numatic M-Series configurable cylinder that will work as
a direct replacement.  The best part is we can get them to you
quickly! Contact us today to discuss your specific application. 

 

Cross Company Covid-19 Safety Products

Monitor temperature without

slowing or stopping the flow of foot

traffic

Mobile hand washing station
suitable for indoors or outdoors

Personal protective equipment
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